
INTRODUCTION 

 

 

I. Preamble :  Teat ime at  Rothamsted 

 

Fig. i  Teatime at Rothamsted Experimental Station (around 1931). [MODIFIED IMAGE] 
Credits: Records of the Rothamsted Staff Harpenden (1931), p. 45. Copyright Rothamsted Research Ltd. 

 

The snapshot here reproduced was first published in the staff journal of Rothamsted Experimental 

Station in 1931 to celebrate the cheerful atmosphere of afternoon tea in the agricultural institution. The 

scientific staff, men and women together, mingle on the lawn warmed by the sunshine, among the 

tables set out for tea. The picture, presumably taken by the official photographer of the institution, 

portrays them deep in conversation or pleasantly smiling, smoking pipes and drinking tea. The original 

caption reminded the reader that the image depicted “the staff at 4:15pm any summer afternoon”.1 

Rothamsted Experimental Station, now Rothamsted Research, has been a key institution of British 

agricultural science throughout its history. Its beginnings date back to the mid-nineteenth century, 

when John Bennet Lawes, a businessman engaged in the fertilizer industry, sponsored a series of long-

term experiments on crops and fertilizers in the fields of his private estate, Rothamsted, located in the 

village of Harpenden in Hertfordshire.2 

                                                
1 RES (1931c), p. 45. 
2 On the history of Rothamsted Experimental Station and its role in British agricultural science see E. J. Russell (1966). 



Afternoon tea was a twentieth century addition to the routine of the station. It was instituted in 

1906 as a courtesy to the botanist Winifred Brenchley, the first female member that entered in the 

Rothamsted scientific staff, and rapidly established itself as a daily social event for all the station 

research workers.3 During one such teatime gathering in the 1920s the statistician and geneticist Ronald 

Aylmer Fisher, a founding father of modern statistics and a Rothamsted staff member since 1919, took 

inspiration for the statistical planning of experiments from the case of a lady tasting tea. Here the 

description of the tasting experiment in Fisher’s own words. 

A lady declares that by tasting a cup of tea made with milk she can discriminate whether the milk or the tea 
infusion was first added to the cup. We will consider the problem of designing an experiment by means of 
which this assertion can be tested. [...] Our experiment consists in mixing eight cups of tea, four in one way 
and four in the other, and presenting them to the subject for judgement in a random order. The subject has 
been told in advance of what the test will consist [...]. Her task is to divide the 8 cups into two sets of 4, 
agreeing, if possible, with the treatments received.4 

According to the statistician’s biographer, his daughter Joan, the tasting experiment was performed by 

Ronald Fisher and two of his colleagues at Rothamsted, the algologist Muriel Bristol and the chemist 

William Roach. Bristol was the lady “who preferred a cup [of tea] into which the milk had been poured 

first”, while Roach assisted Fisher, sceptical on Bristol’s refined sense of taste, in setting up the 

experiment on the spot.5 Bristol succeeded in her test and Fisher, who had gained food for thoughts as 

statistician from the occasional tasting experience, honoured her a decade later in The Design of 

Experiments, the book from which the previous citation has been extracted. Since then the lady tasting 

tea has achieved enduring fame in the statistical planning of experiments.6 

 “Fisher found the staff tea a particularly agreeable institution. He was a notable figure, with his 

shabby clothes and shaggy head”, claims Fisher’s biographer.7 There is no reason to doubt such 

account, at least on the evidence offered by a series of photographs taken during teatime at the station. 

Fisher is portrayed quietly sit on the grass, talking with his colleagues or smoking his pipe. 

 

 

                                                
3 For the origins of the afternoon tea at Rothamsted see E. J. Russell (1966), p. 235. 
4 R. A. Fisher (1947), p. 11. 
5 J. Fisher Box (1978), p. 134. An alternative version of the story (D. Salsburg (2001), p. 1) sets the teatime experiment in 
Cambridge, but it has been criticized as inaccurate (J. Ludbrook (2005)). 
6 See for instance N. T. Gridgeman (1959) for a comparison of the several interpretations of the tea tasting experiment, and 
G. E. P. Box (1976). 
7 J. Fisher Box (1978), p. 132. 



 

Fig. i i  Teatime at Rothamsted Experimental Station (1920s) [1]. R. A. Fisher’s head is on the left, half hidden. 
[MODIFIED IMAGE] 

Credits: Copyright Rothamsted Research Ltd. (RR Library and Archive, Ref. PHO 2.2.6) 

 
 

 
Fig. i i i  Teatime at Rothamsted Experimental Station (1920s) [2]. R. A. Fisher (on the left) is portrayed with three other 

research workers at Rothamsted. From left to right: R. A. Fisher, J. Henderson Smith, assistant mycologist, A. D. Imms, 
head of the entomology department, D. Ward Cutler, head of the microbiology department. [MODIFIED IMAGE] 
Credits: Copyright Rothamsted Research Ltd. (RR Library and Archive, Ref. PHO 2.2.2) 

 

 

Fig. i v  Teatime at Rothamsted Experimental Station (1920s) [3]. R. A. Fisher, well identified by the thick beard, is clearly 
visible smoking his pipe in the top right of the photograph. [MODIFIED IMAGE] 
Credits: Copyright Rothamsted Research Ltd. (Visual Communication Unit Archive, uncatalogued) 

 



Teatime at Rothamsted, however, was more than a social event. It represented an opportunity for an 

informal exchange of scientific ideas and the chemist Thomas Eden – colleague, co-worker and later 

even student of Ronald Fisher – several years after his resignation from the station still remembered 

“the grace and philosophical discussion of lab tea in Harpenden”. 8  Fisher enjoyed scientific 

conversation at teatime and ventured also in the controversial topic of eugenics, in which he was 

engaged since his years as an undergraduate student in Cambridge.9 But mostly he took advantage of 

the teatime conviviality to become acquainted with the problems encountered by the Rothamsted 

research workers and by the several scientific visitors of the station and he explained them how 

statistics could be helpful in the planning of field and laboratory trials and in the analysis of the 

results.10 

In the turn of few years Fisher became a statistical consultant of the institution researchers and the 

teatime encounters certainly contributed to draw him closer to the experimentalists he met with. 

Analysis of variance and experimental design, the statistical methods Fisher developed during the 

1920s, found immediate application in agriculture and biology at Rothamsted Experimental Station and 

in the following decades they spread in several other institutions and were applied in a wider range of 

experimental sciences. 

The teatime preamble, I want to suggest, highlights the social dimension that was instrumental for 

introducing these statistical methods in the scientific life of the institution. Only the constant dialogue 

between mathematically minded statisticians – Fisher’s appointment coincided with the 

institutionalisation of statistics and the opening of a dedicated department at the agricultural station – 

and experimentalists made possible the concurrence of mathematical tools and experimental needs that 

I am going to examine in my thesis.  

I will investigate the development of analysis of variance and experimental design and their 

application to agriculture and biology in the period 1920s-1960s both at Rothamsted Experimental 

Station and at the Galton Laboratory. The latter institution was the main centre for research in eugenics 

and human genetics in Britain and Ronald Fisher moved there from Rothamsted in 1933. I am going to 

consider Fisher’s mathematical tools an integral component of the history of the experimental sciences 

and I will discuss analysis of variance and experimental design from the perspective of the computing 

instruments and of the information technologies that promoted the application of these statistical 

methods to field and laboratory data.  

The emphasis on the intertwining of statistical methods and experimental research and the 

prominence given to computing and information technologies are the novelties of my research and to 
                                                
8 Letter from T. Eden to E. J. Russell, 18th September 1941, E. J. Russell Correspondence, MERL, University of Reading, 
FR HERT 11/1/1. 
9 J. Fisher Box (1978), p. 132. 
10 G. E. P. Box (1976), p. 793. 



point them out I will start with a review of the current literature on statistics and computing in Britain 

in the half century covered by my thesis. In this review I will consider as secondary literature only the 

historical accounts written with a critical aim, while I am going to count obituaries, institutional reports 

and eulogies among the primary sources. The review so drafted will show clearly the peculiarity of my 

approach and the aims of the thesis that I am going to discuss afterwards. An outline of the thesis 

chapters and of the primary sources I have used in my research will then complete the introduction. 

 

 

II. Review of  exist ing l i t erature  

A comprehensive history of British statistics during the half century covered by my thesis is not 

available. Internalist accounts – such as Anders Hald’s History of Mathematical Statistics – and externalist 

ones – as Statistics in Britain by Donald Mackenzie – end in 1930 or 1935 with a discussion of Fisher’s 

statistical methods.11 Even Stephen Stigler’s essay, ‘The history of statistics in 1933’, is very much 

concentrated on the 1930s and mainly concerned with the development of statistics in the United 

States.12 

Regrettably, thus, there is no publication that covers step-by-step both the evolution of Fisher’s 

ideas and the theory of hypothesis testing developed in the period 1926-1938 by the statisticians Jerzy 

Neyman and Egon Pearson. The Neyman-Pearson theory is the other main component of twentieth 

century applied statistics and found widespread use in the experimental sciences. It represents thus a 

natural comparison for Fisher’s own methods, although it is not of immediate concern for my own 

research. 13 

The multiauthored volume The Empire of Chance, in which the use of probability and statistics in the 

sciences is investigated according to a long-term perspective, is partly an exception to the limited time-

frame of the publications already mentioned.14 But the unsystematic structure of the book – which 

deals with different case studies to explain how statistics transformed our ideas about nature, mind and 

society – does not offer to me a general framework suitable for my story. Moreover, like all the 

publications mentioned so far, its interest is limited to the development of statistical ideas and to the 

role acquired by statisticians as expert consultants in different fields, while computing instruments and 

information technologies, which are at the core of my narrative, are never substantially taken into 

account. 

                                                
11 A. Hald (1998); D. A. Mackenzie (1981). Hald covers the development of Ronald Fisher’s theory of estimation up until 
1935, while Mackenzie’s ends in 1930. 
12 S. M. Stigler (2002), pp. 157-172. 
13 For an account of the theory developed by Neyman and Pearson see E. L. Lehmann (1993, 2011) and G. Gigerenzer et al. 
(1989), pp. 98-106. 
14 G. Gigerenzer et al. (1989). 



Therefore, for the development of statistics as a discipline after the 1930s and for the computing 

tools and information technologies popular among statisticians in the period 1930s-1960s, I have 

mainly referred to internalist accounts written by statisticians, commemorative papers with an historical 

gist, published debates or committee reports of associations, like the Royal Statistical Society or the 

American Statistical Association, and statisticians’ accounts of the development of their own discipline.  

If the historians’ interest for statistics after the 1930s is scarce, more literature is instead available on 

the history of the discipline until that stage and in this literature also the computing equipment 

employed by statistical laboratories has been investigated, although never as a substantial element in the 

development of statistical theory. For this time period I will mainly refer throughout my thesis to 

Theodore Porter’s work. Porter has extensively written on the development of probability and statistics 

during the nineteenth century and in the first decades of the twentieth century, and has also dedicated a 

biography to Karl Pearson, a key figure in British statistics at the beginning of the twentieth century 

and an essential reference point for understanding, by way of compare and contrast, the methods 

developed by Ronald Fisher.15 Among Porter’s contributions to statistics I will refer also to his Trust in 

Numbers, an investigation in the use of quantification in experimental research as well as in 

administration and actuarial statistics, and a reflection on how quantification has been entrenched with 

objectivity.16  I will quote it at several stages in relation to the conventional thresholds accepted in 

statistics. 

Statistics in Britain by Donald Mackenzie covers extensively the same period examined by Porter, as it 

traces the development of the discipline from 1865 to 1930. The book is not an account of applied 

statistics per se, but of the intertwining between statistics and eugenics, the theory of the betterment of 

mankind through the selection of favourable genetic features. Mackenzie examines three main British 

contributors to both statistics and eugenics – Francis Galton, the founding father of eugenics and the 

promoter of its statistical approach; Karl Pearson, Galton’s scientific heir and the head of the first 

statistics department in Britain; the already mentioned Ronald Fisher –, but he leaves aside British 

statisticians who do not fit the eugenic pattern, such as George Udny Yule, a student of Karl Pearson 

and the first promoter of statistics at Cambridge University and at the Cambridge School of 

Agriculture.  

Mackenzie’s argument on the eugenic roots of British statistics has been influential during the 1980s. 

Both Porter and the authors of the above mentioned Empire of Chance have accepted Mackenzie’s 

position on statistics and eugenics.17 Since the 1990s, however, the strong association suggested 

                                                
15 T. M. Porter (1986); T. M. Porter (2006). 
16 T. M. Porter (1996). 
17 “More impressively, perhaps, statistical innovation remained closely tied to particular applications throughout what might 
be called its heroic period, from Pearson to Fisher.  [...] Not only Pearson, but Fisher, too, moved to statistics from physics 
as a result of an infatuation with eugenics.” (T. M. Porter (1986), p. 316); “As Donald Mackenzie has shown, the founders 



between the two fields has been challenged. One example is Eileen Magnello’s research on Karl 

Pearson, in which she claims the independence of the work done by Karl Pearson in statistics and 

eugenics, considering the activity of the laboratories – the Biometric Laboratory and the Galton 

Laboratory – Pearson managed at University College London.18 In my thesis I do not disregard that 

eugenics mattered in terms of funding, training and opportunities for the development of statistical 

methods, but there will be comparatively little space for eugenics in my own account, because I am 

going to take, as I explain in section III of this introduction, a complementary approach to the one 

adopted by Mackenzie looking at other contexts, such as agricultural science, in which statistics 

developed. 

Besides the critical literature already mentioned, other useful sources on the history of statistics are 

Steven Stigler’s several publications on the topic. In his History of Statistics, Stigler focuses on the 

assessment of uncertainty and variability before 1900.19 In particular, in the third section of the book 

Stigler investigates the use of statistics in the study of heredity and the English tradition established by 

Galton, Pearson and Yule. Statistics on the Table is instead a collection of essays, grouped under thematic 

areas and concerned with disparate aspects of probability and statistics, including the works of Ronald 

Fisher and Karl Pearson, and I have referred to it in relation to the controversy between Fisher and 

Pearson over the degrees of freedom in the chi-square distribution.20 

An extensive literature is available on Ronald Fisher, who, beyond his involvement in statistics, was 

also a “fairly well-known” geneticist.21 Fisher has been depicted on a case-by-case basis as a genius of 

mathematical statistics, a founding father of population genetics, an active eugenicist, a contributor to 

the theory of statistical inference, while much less space has been devoted to his role as consultant of 

research workers. I present a detailed discussion of the literature available on Ronald Fisher in chapter 

one, in which such review helps to understand the novelty of my historiographical approach. It would 

be redundant to repeat it here and I refer the reader to the chapter introduction. 

Little, instead, is available on Frank Yates, the other statistician that I will examine in my thesis. 

Biographical information is available only in the obituary notices written at the time of his death in the 

1990s by his fellow statisticians.22 As understandable, these obituaries are mainly collections of scientific 

and bibliographical records and of some personal memories, but they do not attempt any systematic 

evaluation of Yates’ work within the broader scenario of statistics.  

Moving from the people to the institutions in which they worked, again there is no secondary 

literature available on the Rothamsted statistics department, despite its long tradition and its relevance. 
                                                                                                                                                            
of modern statistics were deeply committed to eugenic control of human evolution.” (G. Gigerenzer et al. (1989), p. 53) 
18 M. E. Magnello (1993); M. E. Magnello (1999a, 1999b). 
19 S. M. Stigler (1986). 
20 S. M. Stigler (2002). 
21 A. W. F. Edwards (2003), p. 311. 
22 See for instance D. J. Finney (1995), M. J. R. Healy (1995), G. Dyke (1995). 



Possibly the fragmentary nature of the archival collections and the difficulty of accessing the station’s 

historical repositories have acted as deterrent. The agricultural institution, in fact, has not preserved 

systematically the materials related to his scientific activity and in the archive of Rothamsted Research 

can be found only the documents voluntarily donated by former researchers. Moreover the statistics 

department of the agricultural institution – and its successors, at first the biomathematics and 

bioinformatics department and now the department of computational and systems biology – have kept 

for decades an independent archive, but no comprehensive catalogue can be obtained for consultation. 

The only systematic accounts for the period 1920s-1960s nowadays available on the Rothamsted 

statistics department can be found, alongside the list of the personnel and a bibliography of the 

scientific publications, in the official reports of the agricultural institution.23 

Instead, the Galton Laboratory as a centre for research on statistics and eugenics has received much 

more interest among historians. A comprehensive account of the laboratory originally founded by 

Francis Galton for the study of eugenics has been written by Daniel Kevles and covers the period from 

the 1900s to the 1960s.24 The scientific activity of the Galton Laboratory under Pearson features also in 

the accounts of Theodore Porter, Eileen Magnello and David Grier.25 

Kevles, Porter and Magnello have shown only a passing interest for computing in Pearson’s 

laboratory, while the last contribution mentioned, Grier’s, is exclusively concerned with this aspect. In 

particular, Grier’s has been a crucial reference for the too often forgotten history of human computers 

in scientific computation and for the role that they had at the Galton Laboratory.26 Unfortunately, there 

has not been a systematic attempt to follow the computing activity at the Galton Laboratory also in the 

decade in which Ronald Fisher ran the centre. As evident, this omission has been a relevant problem 

for my own research and I have filled the gap as much as possible with primary sources. 

Turning now to the technological side of my research, I want to draw a general picture of the 

secondary literature available on computing instruments and information technologies in Britain during 

the period examined in my thesis. Among the historical accounts that I have used at several points 

there is Mary Croarken’s Early Scientific Computing in Britain.27 Croarken’s book retraces the tools and 

organization of scientific computing in Britain in the first half of the twentieth century. I have referred 

to it in relation to the computing equipment available in the 1920s and 1930s, the adoption of punched-

card equipment in scientific calculation and the development of digital computers in Britain. Besides 

Croarken’s publication, Martin Campbell-Kelly’s history of the computer company ICL has provided a 

                                                
23 Up to 1928 the institution published a report every two year, while afterwards the reports were prepared every year. 
Luckily there are not many gaps in the series. Only during WWII due to paper shortage the publication was suspended and a 
comprehensive report covering the war years was printed in 1946. 
24 D. J. Kevles (1995). 
25 T. M. Porter (2006); M. E. Magnello (1999a, 1999b); D. A. Grier (2007). 
26 D. A. Grier (2007), pp. 108-113; pp. 130-133. 
27 M. Croarken (1990). 



framework for the development of the punched-card and computer industry in Britain and the 

adoption of these tools in scientific computation and office routine.28 

Croarken and Campbell-Kelly have also worked jointly on the history of the British Association 

Mathematical Tables Committee, the main body engaged in table making in Britain during the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.29 The efforts of the British Association in the preparation of 

mathematical tables are a necessary point of reference for understanding the general context in which 

the Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural and Medical Research, the collection co-authored by Ronald 

Fisher and Frank Yates and examined in my thesis, was published. Campbell-Kelly and Croarken are 

also among the editors of an extensive anthology of essays on mathematical tables.30 The anthology 

sketches the history of these computing tools during the millennia and throughout different contexts of 

use (from tabulation in the ancient civilizations of the Middle East to spreadsheets), and it has been 

helpful as well in my discussion on the Statistical Tables.  

In my analysis of computerization in the Rothamsted statistics department after WWII the author 

that I have more often quoted is Jon Agar. His comparative study of computerization in scientific 

research during the 1950s has provided food for thoughts in the acquisition of the Elliott 401, the first 

mainframe adopted by the Rothamsted statistics department.31 More generally Agar’s approach to the 

history of the digital computer – an approach which values a long-term perspective and the detailed 

examination of the human actors, in particular expert groups, in the mechanization of computing – has 

been influential in my analysis of computerization in statistics, as I regard a bias of large part of the 

history of computing the choice to focus only on the technology itself.32 

Along with Agar’s work, a relevant source on the Elliott 401 has been represented by Simon 

Lavington’s book on Elliott Brothers, the company that developed the mainframe.33 Lavington’s book 

is rich of technical information on the company, its management and the technologies it realized, but 

the approach of business history that gives the general structure of the book is very far from my aims 

and no trace of it will be found in my thesis. 

From the present review it is evident that the historical accounts up to now available on British 

statistics have privileged the theoretical outcomes over the systematic investigation of the relationships 

between statistical methods and experimental practices, nor they have been very interested in the 

material tools of statistics. On the other hand, the literature on British computing and information 

                                                
28 M. Campbell-Kelly (1989). 
29 M. Croarken and M. Campbell-Kelly (2000). 
30 M. Campbell-Kelly et al. (2003). 
31 J. Agar (2006). 
32 Besides the paper mentioned above J. Agar (2006), a suggestive example of Agar’s historiographic approach is J. Agar 
(2003), the book in which he describes the general purpose computer as an outcome of the British civil service. 
33 S. Lavington (2011). 



technologies have never thoroughly addressed statisticians engaged in experimental research as a users’ 

group. 

My research, thus, contributes to the current literature considering statistical methods a component 

of the history of experimental research and approaching them bottom-up, looking at the computing 

instruments and information technologies that contributed to the application and the dissemination of 

these mathematical tools. This approach to the history of statistics represents as well a contribution to 

the history of computing and information technologies. Statisticians, in fact, were keen users of these 

tools and thus my research is also a case study on the adoption of computing equipment and 

information technologies in science. On computing in agricultural science, for instance, very little has 

been written so far.34 My research, thus, contributes also to the growing literature interested in going 

beyond the technology for technology’s sake discourse that has been predominant until recently in the 

history of computing and has given us much information on engineering developments and business 

practices, but comparatively little on the users of these technologies.35 

 

 

III. Stat is t i c s  in agr i cul ture and bio logy in Bri tain,  1920s-1960s 

Analysis of variance and experimental design, the statistical methods I am going to consider in my 

thesis, are two relevant examples of the mathematical tools developed for experimental research in the 

first decades of the twentieth century. By looking at the adoption of these methods, I want to account 

for the introduction of statistics in agriculture and biology – in Britain and worldwide – and discuss the 

new role gained by statisticians as consultants of field and laboratory scientists. Analysis of variance and 

experimental design, in fact, had as their primary user the ‘research worker’, a definition that broadly 

encompassed all the people engaged in experimental research, whether in academia or in industry, with 

a primary concern for soft sciences such as agriculture and biology, but with a general applicability in 

medicine, psychology, quality control, engineering and several other disciplines. 

In so doing I am taking up the question left unanswered by Donald Mackenzie in the conclusion to 

his Statistics in Britain. “By the mid-1920s”, Mackenzie’s argues, 

there were [...] clear signs of the beginning of a new era in the development of statistical theory in Britain. 
The new role for the statistician in agricultural and industrial production, and in scientific research in general 
[... was] one of considerable importance. Its evolution, and the way in which the practical demands associated 
with it translated themselves into goals of statistical theory, are interesting problems.36 

                                                
34 An exception is the work of D. A. Grier on the U.S. department of agriculture and the Iowa State College Computing 
Service more extensively mentioned in section IV of this introduction.  
35 For an overview of the general trends in the historiography of computing see T. J. Misa (2007). 
36 D. A. Mackenzie (1981), p. 213. 



The diffusion of statistics in scientific research remains excluded from Statistics in Britain as the focus of 

the book is on the eugenic roots of British statistics, but there were other contexts in which statistics 

developed. As I will argue in my thesis, for instance, the adoption of statistics in agricultural science 

during the 1920s was the result of a long tradition connected to the making of field experiments on the 

growth of crops and was not immediately relevant to the eugenic tradition accounted by Mackenzie.  

The aim of my doctoral thesis, therefore, is to begin where Mackenzie’s book ends, that is 

investigating how statistics became part of experimental research during the half century from the early 

1920s to the end of the 1960s. As pointed out by Mackenzie, the 1920s were the decade in which the 

new role of statistics in science, industry and agriculture revealed itself in Britain. Mathematicians like 

Yule and Fisher actively contributed to the application of statistics in British agricultural institutions; 

the Guinness Brewery in Dublin officially opened its own statistics department under the chemist 

William Sealy Gosset, whose work was influential for Ronald Fisher; in 1925 appeared Statistical Methods 

for Research Workers, the book in which Fisher explained analysis of variance and experimental design to 

a wide public of experimentalists.37 A few years later, in 1933, the Royal Statistical Society created an 

industrial and agricultural research section under the stimulus provided by the statistician Egon S. 

Pearson, the son of Karl Pearson.38 

“Making sense of figures” – the quotation taken from Ronald Fisher’s and used in the title of my 

thesis – has to be understood in this perspective. My interest, in fact, lies in the value that statistical 

methods acquired as tools of scientific research, side by side with the laboratory equipment and the 

field practices adopted by research workers. Statistical methods made quantification processes 

meaningful in disciplines, like agriculture and biology, which had traditionally relied on activities such as 

collecting and describing diversity rather than timing variation. 

Fisher’s paper from which the title quotation is taken is a manifesto of inferential statistics, but as 

evident from my approach, analysis of variance and experimental design needed more than “a logical 

process of the kind we call inductive” to establish themselves.39 Statistical inference became a tool of 

experimental research, not only for the intrinsic prestige of mathematics and the claimed objectivity of 

numbers, but because a new alliance was borne between Ronald Fisher and the research workers who 

consulted him. Thus, I am going to seek an answer to the necessity of “making sense of figures” in the 

                                                
37 On the contribution of G. Udny Yule to British agricultural science see B. Charnley (2011); on W. S. Gosset and the 
statistics department at Guinness see L. McMullen (1939). Statistical Methods for Research Workers was the first statistical 
textbook written by Ronald Fisher (see A. W. F. Edwards (2005a)).  
38 “Dr. E. S. Pearson, D.Sc., read a paper in December, 1932 (Journal, 1933, I), entitled ‘A Survey of the Uses of Statistical 
Method in the Control and Standardization of the Quality of Manufactured Products’. In it he surveyed the work of Dr. 
Shewart of the Research Laboratories of the Bell Telephone Company New York, of the British Standards Association, and 
of others. The interest aroused by this paper and the discussion thereon was so great that the Council on 12 April 1933, 
authorized the formation of a Section of the Society under the title of ‘The Industrial and Agricultural Research Section’ and 
appointed a Committee under the Chairmanship of Dr. E. C. Snow (Honorary Secretary) to organize the Section. (Royal 
Statistical Society Annals, pp. 201-202) 
39 R. A. Fisher (1935), p. 272. 



border area where different disciplinary traditions met and made possible the mathematization of 

agriculture and biology. 

My account will begin with the development of Ronald Fisher’s analysis of variance and 

experimental design, and the creation of the statistics department at Rothamsted Experimental Station. 

My interest for Fisher’s work will not end in the early 1930s, when he moved from the agricultural 

institution to the Galton Laboratory at University College London. Chapter three of the thesis, in fact, 

will discuss the use of statistics, computing and information technologies in serology using as a case 

study the researches on the ABO blood groups – in particular the WWII survey of the ABO blood 

group distribution in Britain – undertaken by Ronald Fisher and his co-workers at the Galton 

Laboratory. 

Besides Ronald Fisher’s career, I will follow also the work of Frank Yates, the statistician who 

assisted Ronald Fisher at Rothamsted during the early 1930s and took over the department in 1933. 

Yates was chief statistician at Rothamsted for over thirty years retiring only in 1968 and in the last 

chapter of my thesis I will describe how Yates promoted the computerization of his department during 

the 1950s and 1960s. As Fisher’s arrival at Rothamsted and the opening of the station statistics 

department mark the start of my research, Yates’ retirement in the late 1960s is the ending point. Fisher 

and Yates worked together at Rothamsted only for a couple of years, but their scientific collaboration 

lasted until Fisher’s death in 1962 and Yates was a fierce promoter of Fisher’s statistical methods 

throughout his life. The Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural and Medical Research, which I examine in 

chapter two, are a relevant example of the scientific collaboration between the two statisticians.40 

My choice to examine statistics in agriculture and biology has been guided by the experimental 

contexts in which Fisher’s statistical methods were developed and by the scientific mission of 

Rothamsted Experimental Station and the Galton Laboratory. That said, it will be evident at several 

points in my account that analysis of variance and experimental design became popular in a wider range 

of disciplines, not only so-called soft sciences, but also disciplines in which quantification processes had 

been in use for longer time. In fact, once Fisher’s statistical methods had proved their value in 

agriculture and biology, many more users even in the hard sciences became interested in them and 

Fisher’s methods found application beyond the areas for which they had been developed. For instance, 

if the tabular matter in Fisher and Yates’ Statistical Tables was prepared having in mind biological, 

agricultural and medical research, even chemical industries and engineering associations showed their 

interest for reprinting the tables in Fisher and Yates’ book. 

 

 

                                                
40 R. A. Fisher and F. Yates (1963). 



IV. Writing the his tory o f  s tat i s t i c s  bot tom-up 

Statistics is an information intensive and a computationally intensive discipline. Systems for storing 

and retrieving data as well as computing tools to ease the burden of the calculations required by the 

statistical examination of such data – calculations as simple as making averages or the more complex 

computations required by correlation and the analysis of variance – are thus integral to statistics and its 

developments and I am going to approach the history of statistics starting from these technologies. 

My choice to write the history of statistics bottom-up, looking at computing instruments and 

information technologies, rather than top-down, beginning with the theoretical achievements, will offer 

an historical account in which science and technology merge and in which statistics, computing and 

data management are interrelated activities in the mathematization of agriculture and biology.  

Historical accounts, instead, have generally paid scarce attention to the technological and material 

constraints that influenced the development of statistics. A notable exception to this general trend is 

the analysis of the census of England and Wales made by Edward Higgs. The year 1911 was for the 

census examined by Higgs a statistical “Big Bang” with a consistent growth in output not only in terms 

of quantity, but also of quality: new areas connected with public health, such as marital fertility, were 

investigated and new socio-economic groupings adopted for classifications.41 

According to Higgs the census transformation was prompted by its mechanization. In 1911 

punched-card equipment was adopted for the first time in the analysis of the census returns and 

machine tabulation proved crucial in “providing new forms of information, and older forms in greater 

detail”.42 Higgs’s argument, however, has little to share with technological determinism, because the 

historian does not attribute agency to the technology alone, but rather describes the transformation of 

the census as “the result of the complex interaction of technology, intellectual debate, and 

administrative necessity”.43 

A similar attitude towards the use of information and computing technologies in statistics can be 

found in JoAnne Yates’ Structuring the Information Age.44 In the book Yates examines the adoption at first 

of punched-card equipment and later of digital computers in life insurance, an industry guided by 

managers trained in actuarial statistics and able to assess risk “by determining who to insure, what 

products to offer, and what prices to charge for them”.45 Again, as in Higgs’ case, Yates’ argues that life 

insurance as a major user of computing and information technologies was not a technology-driven 

business, but rather that the industry and the technology mutually shaped each other and that the 
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computerization of life insurance was largely indebted to the previous adoption of punched-card 

equipment.46 

The case studies mentioned so far are concerned with census and actuarial statistics, but computing 

equipment and information technologies are the tools of the trade in statistics, regardless of the subject 

matter. Indeed in my thesis I will argue on the one hand that data management and number crunching 

should be considered activities integral to statistics in agriculture and biology since the 1920s and on the 

other that the availability of data archives and suitable computing equipment have been crucial for the 

development of statistics throughout the half century here considered. Moreover, my in-depth analysis 

of computing tools for statistics offers the opportunity to see behind the apparent objectivity of 

number crunching how subjective ideas could be embodied in such instruments, as in the case of the 

five per cent threshold for statistical significance suggested by Ronald Fisher and faithfully promoted 

by the format he adopted in his tables of the chi-square and Student’s distribution. 

Fisher and Yates, the statisticians that I am going to examine closely in my research, were both 

actively engaged in data management and computing. Ronald Fisher, in particular, claimed to have 

learnt most of his statistics on a calculating machine and started at Rothamsted Experimental Station 

the tradition that equated computing tools to research tools in statistics.47 This tradition constantly 

brought to the agricultural station up-to-date computing equipment, supported the making of the 

Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural and Medical Research, whose first edition was prepared by the 

human computers at Rothamsted Experimental Station and the Galton Laboratory, and eventually 

prompted the early computerization of the Rothamsted statistics department under Frank Yates during 

the 1950s. 

The contributions of Rothamsted Experimental Station to the development of British computing 

are thus undeniable, but they have received so far scarce attention by historians and in general there is 

very little available in the secondary literature on the adoption of computing instruments in agriculture. 

On this latter aspect, a notable exception is David Grier’s work on the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

in the 1920s and the Iowa State College Computing Service directed by the statistician George 

Snedecor. Grier describes the use of punched-card equipment and the work of human computers in 

the calculation of least squares and how the problems offered by agricultural research provided a 

context for a pioneering effort in computerization, such as the manufacturing of the ABC computer by 

John Atanasoff.48 My research on the Rothamsted statistics department complements Grier’s work in 

the British context offering the opportunity to follow the development of agricultural computing from 

the age of desk calculators to digitization. 
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Not only computing tools, but also information technologies were constantly at the core of Fisher’s 

and Yates’ work. The data in my case studies range from collections of experimental yields to returns of 

agricultural surveys, from family pedigrees to blood donor records. The instruments that were used to 

manage these data were standardised forms, tables, punched and index cards and the record systems 

adopted were in themselves a pre-requisite for the following statistical examination of the data. For 

instance, I will argue that the yields and meteorological records held at Rothamsted Experimental 

Station offered to Ronald Fisher and his co-workers suitable material for testing the analysis of 

variance. Information technologies were also crucial in the examination of the agricultural surveys that 

the Rothamsted statistics department undertook under Frank Yates and I will describe in chapter four 

how the computerization of survey analysis required an ad hoc adjustment in the input device of the 

Elliott 401 to allow the use of punched-cards. There is therefore a strong continuity between 

computing tools and information management in statistics. 

Besides the study of the material tools adopted in data management, the interaction between 

statisticians and information technologies can be investigated at a deeper level. In particular, I will 

discuss how Ronald Fisher considered recordkeeping part of his mission as statistician and geneticist. 

Under Fisher, in fact, the Rothamsted statistics department became the repository of the data archive 

collected at the station since the nineteenth century, a move that positioned the statistics department at 

the centre of the experimental research conducted at the station. Again, Fisher’s ABO blood group 

survey during WWII benefited from Fisher’s attention for recordkeeping and his prompt decision to 

collect the medical data acquired by the Emergency Transfusion Services. 

 

 

V. Structure o f  the thes is  

I investigate the interdependence of statistics, computing and information technologies in 

agriculture and biology using four relevant case studies, each one developed in a separate chapter of the 

thesis. Even though the chapters can be examined independently, there is an overall unitary narrative. 

The same statistical methods, statisticians and institutions are taken into account and several cross-

references from one chapter to the others build a common framework which spans the half century 

under consideration in my thesis and connects the different perspectives from which I examine the role 

of computing tools and information technologies in statistics for agriculture and biology. 

In the choice of the case studies I have been guided by the aim to give on the one hand an overview 

of the main technologies – mechanical calculators, statistical tables, punched and index cards, 

standardised forms, digital computers – that were adopted in the period considered in my thesis, and 



on the other point out how these tools complemented each other and could be instrumental, as in the 

case of the Statistical Tables, for the dissemination of analysis of variance and experimental design. 

In the first case study I examine the development of Ronald Fisher’s statistical methods at 

Rothamsted Experimental Station and the impact of statistics on the research activity at the agricultural 

station. Fisher’s career at Rothamsted is investigated as well as the organization of the department he 

founded there and the computing work he supervised in the institution. In the final section of the 

chapter I discuss the diffusion of analysis of variance and experimental design beyond Rothamsted and 

beyond agricultural science arguing for the generality of the statistical methods developed by Ronald 

Fisher. 

Several are the research questions underpinning the case study. They are concerned with the 

contributions of statistics to agricultural science, the suitability of statistical methods for the analysis of 

agricultural experiments, the advisory services given by statisticians to the Rothamsted research workers 

and the role of computing equipment in supporting the adoption of statistics in agriculture. I will claim 

that Ronald Fisher’s methods represented a concrete opportunity to estimate the experimental error 

and increase the precision of both field and laboratory experiments at Rothamsted Experimental 

Station and that the introduction of statistics reshaped experimental research in the institution. On the 

one hand, field and laboratory tools and practices had to receive the approval of the statisticians as to 

guarantee that experiments were planned and conducted according to sound statistical principles and 

on the other number crunching, either for the analysis of experimental results or for the preparation of 

computing tools for statistics, like mathematical tables, had to be accepted as an integral part of 

experimental research. 

Although my case study refers to a specific institution and to a limited set of statistical methods, the 

conclusions are of general interest due to the leading role that Rothamsted Experimental Station had in 

British agricultural science and due to the success that analysis of variance and experimental design met 

well beyond the agricultural station. In appendix the list of visiting workers who came to Rothamsted 

to learn Fisher’s methods offers an insight into the dissemination – both disciplinary and geographic – 

of analysis of variance and experimental design. 

In the second chapter of the thesis my interest will shift from the development of analysis of 

variance and experimental design to the making of a computing instrument for their dissemination. I 

will discuss, in fact, the Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural and Medical Research, the collection that 

Ronald Fisher and Frank Yates co-authored during the 1930s to promote the application of Fisher’s 

statistical methods. In the chapter I will provide a general background on the statisticians’ contribution 

to the British tradition of table making before examining in detail the Statistical Tables. I am going to 

compare and contrast Fisher and Yates’ book with its closer competitor, the Tables for Statisticians and 

Biometricians edited by Karl Pearson, and I will reconstruct the planning and development of the book 



throughout six editions and the liberal policy adopted by its authors for the reproduction of their tables 

in other statistical publications. 

My aim is not only to investigate the making of the collection as a computing tool intended for 

statisticians and research workers. Rather, I want to discuss how the book contributed to spread 

Fisher’s statistical methods in experimental research. The main question that the chapter addresses, in 

fact, is whether computing tools in statistics can be crafted as instruments for enforcing and promoting 

certain statistical methods over others, i.e. whether they can be political artefacts according to the 

definition given by Langdon Winner.49 Overall, it will become evident that the answer to my research 

question is affirmative and that, despite the perceived objectivity of numbers and formulae, statistical 

tables are the result of human choices and in so far they can be imbued with specific values and ideas.  

Besides this main research question, I discuss in the second chapter also Ronald Fisher and Frank 

Yates’ as computers – a point that helps to clarify the relevance that they attributed to computing tools 

in statistics – and I use the requests for reprinting materials from the Statistical Tables as an instrument 

to track the diffusion of analysis of variance and experimental design. The second chapter, thus, 

complements the first one offering a further source of data on the diffusion over time of Fisher’s 

statistical methods. 

In the third chapter the focus will shift from the computing instruments to the information 

technologies adopted in statistics. Again Ronald Fisher will feature prominently in this case study, but 

the main setting will be provided now by the Galton Laboratory, the department that Fisher 

administered at University College London from 1933 to 1943 and where he founded in 1935, 

sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation, a serum unit. In this case study I investigate how statistics, 

computing and information technologies contributed to the study of the human blood groups. I will 

examine in detail the survey of the ABO blood group distribution that Fisher undertook during World 

War II with the data provided by the Emergency Transfusion Services set up in Britain during the 

warfare. The research questions that underpin the chapter are related to the mutual relations between 

statistics and serology, the constraints and limitations that mathematization implied in blood group 

research, the problems related to data collection in genetics, the development of statistical methods for 

the analysis of blood group data, the reception of statistics among serologists.  

As it will be evident from my account, information technologies for managing blood donor records 

had a key role in the making of the survey. I will trace the records employed in the warfare back to the 

information management adopted by the British Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service and I will 

discuss how the information practices employed for decades by the voluntary donor service were 

adapted to the necessities of the Emergency Transfusion Services. The information technologies, 
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however, were a pre-requisite, but not the solution for the making of the ABO survey. I will discuss, in 

fact, how Fisher’s statistical outlook was essential in order to turn data gathered for a medical aim into 

instruments for the study of British ethnography. 

Beyond the analysis of the ABO survey, I will investigate serology as a further context for the use of 

statistical methods in experimental research. I will account why and how statistics was essential in the 

understanding of the ABO blood groups, which statistical methods were developed for extracting gene 

frequencies from phenotype ratios and how Fisher collaborated with the members of the serum unit he 

had founded and with the several physicians with whom he interacted during the wartime survey 

offering his statistical expertise in exchange for the transfusion records. 

In the last chapter I am going back to where my quest started, that is the statistics department at 

Rothamsted Experimental Station, to account its computerization during the 1950s and 1960s. The 

statistician in charge of the transformation of the department was Frank Yates and the first mainframe 

used, the Elliott 401, remained at Rothamsted until the mid-1960s, when it was eventually acquired by 

the Science Museum in London as a valuable output of the British computer industry.  

The computerization of the Rothamsted statistics department benefited from Frank Yates’ 

involvement in operational research during WWII. During the conflict Yates established the network of 

alliances that were instrumental for the acquisition of the Elliott 401 in 1954. The mainframe, in fact, 

was leased to the agricultural station by the National Research Development Corporation, a 

government body instituted to promote the industrial exploitation of British inventions, and its 

acquisition was sponsored by the Agricultural Research Council, the main funding institution for 

agricultural research in Britain. In the decision of leasing the computer to Rothamsted and in the choice 

to sponsor the acquisition, former acquaintances of Frank Yates in operational research were crucial. 

From this perspective the Rothamsted case can be added to the literature concerned with the role 

played by operational research for promoting computerization in the aftermath of WWII. 

There is, however, a feature in the acquisition of the Elliott 401 that should not be missed. The 

computerization of the department was prompted by the idea, well established since Ronald Fisher’s 

time, that statistics and computing are two interconnected activities and thus that computing 

instruments for the statistician are research tools and new developments in statistics depend on 

tinkering with these technologies.  

Besides taking up the question ‘Which difference did computers make to statistics?’ – similarly to 

what already done by Jon Agar in his comparative study of computerization – I will also ask the 

opposite one, that is ‘Which difference did statistics make to computers?’, investigating in my case 

study the hardware and software development that were required at Rothamsted in order to adapt the 

Elliott 401 to the necessities of the department. In the final section of the chapter I will examine in 



detail some of the computer programs that were developed for dealing with the analysis of agricultural 

experiments and surveys and with genetic linkage. Overall, the account that will emerge from my 

narrative is far from the story of a computer revolution, but it will emphasize instead the role of the 

digital computer as a research instrument. Mainframes were accepted in statistics only after much 

tinkering and a preliminary exploration of their potentialities, and they did not replace outright the 

computing tools already in use in the field, such as desk calculators and punched-cards. 

In the conclusion I will draw together the several threads interwoven in my account in relation to 

three main points: 1) the spread of statistical methods in agriculture and biology as a pattern for the 

mathematization of these disciplines; 2) the statisticians as a new expert group within agriculture and 

biology; 3) the role acquired by computing tools and information technologies in the process and their 

impact on research practices. Eventually, looking at the case studies examined in my thesis, I will be 

able to claim the relevance of computing tools and information technologies for the development and 

dissemination of statistical methods and to point out the mutual exchange of competences between 

statisticians and research workers as a necessary requisite for the mathematization of the soft sciences. 

 

 

VI. Sources  

Great part of my research is based on archive materials and archives in three continents have 

contributed to it. A consistent set of documents is related to Ronald Fisher and an overview of the 

archival collections of interest on the statistician and geneticist is thus advantageous. Fisher spent the 

main part of his academic career in Great Britain working at first at Rothamsted Experimental Station 

in Harpenden, moving then to the Galton Laboratory at University College London and eventually to 

Cambridge University, from which he retired at the end of the 1950s. However, the archives of the 

institutions in which Fisher worked hold very little about him. The papers of Ronald Fisher are mainly 

conserved at the Barr Smith Library, University of Adelaide, as Fisher moved to Australia in 1959 and 

died in Adelaide in 1962.  

If the documents held in Adelaide represent the more substantial collection of Fisher papers, there 

are other archival sources relevant for understanding the work of the statistician and geneticist. The 

value of the scientific correspondence between Fisher and the chemist William Gosset cannot be 

overestimated in understanding Fisher’s research during the 1920s and 1930s. The original letters are 

conserved in the Archive of University College London, but there is also a published copy of these 

documents – the one I quote in my thesis – prepared by a former co-worker of Gosset in Dublin, 

Lance McMullen, and privately printed by the Guinness company.50  
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Another relevant collection of papers related to Fisher and, to my knowledge, never consulted 

before, is in the Oliver and Boyd collection held at the National Library of Scotland in Edinburgh.51 

The publisher Oliver and Boyd printed all Fisher’s statistical textbooks – and almost all Fisher’s books 

– and the journal Heredity, co-edited by Fisher and the geneticist Cyril Darlington. The extensive 

author-publisher correspondence of Oliver and Boyd has survived untouched and casts a new light on 

Fisher’s scientific enterprise giving relevant information on the making and editorial success of Statistical 

Methods for Research Workers, The Design of Experiments, and the Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural and 

Medical Research. 

At Rothamsted Research there are documents related to Fisher’s early career (manuscripts of papers 

published in the Journal of Agricultural Science in the 1920s, sheets of calculations, graphs, annotations 

made in the preparation of papers) and to the work of his assistant statisticians during the 1920s and in 

the early 1930s. In Harpenden there have been two archives relevant for my research: the document 

repository of the former statistics department and the holdings of the main archive of the institution. 

Recently some of the historical materials held in the department have been moved to the main archive 

to be merged with the documents there available on statistics. The catalogue of the whole collection in 

the main archive is now in preparation. In my thesis I will use, whenever possible, the new references 

attributed to the documents, otherwise I will conserve the references I found at the time of my 

research. When the cataloguing is completed, it will be possible to find correspondence between the old 

and the new references. 

In relation to the development of analysis of variance and experimental design, I have used as main 

primary sources Fisher’s published work – both his scientific papers and the textbooks in which he 

presented his methods to statisticians and research workers –, the correspondence with William Gosset, 

and the official reports of Rothamsted Experimental Station. To describe equipment and organization 

of Fisher’s department during the 1920s and in the early 1930s, I have resorted to the accounting books 

of the institution for the acquisition of computing tools and to the correspondence between Fisher, 

Frank Yates, and the human computers of the department for determining tasks and main features of 

the assistant staff. In order to discuss how Ronald Fisher and his colleagues collaborated with the 

research workers in the station and the role that the newly founded statistics department gained in the 

institution, I have turned to the minutes of the Staff Council and the ones of the Field Plots 

Committee.52 From them it is indisputable the key role that Fisher’s department gained becoming 

essential in the set-up of field trials at Rothamsted, alongside the experimental farm and the 

departments in charge of the fieldwork. 
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In chapter two an essential piece of evidence has been provided by the correspondence between 

Ronald Fisher and his publisher, Oliver and Boyd. In the letters exchanged not only in relation to the 

Statistical Tables, but already for the appendix of tables that appeared in Fisher’s first textbook, Statistical 

Methods for Research Workers, it is evident that Ronald Fisher attributed to these computing tools a 

strategic value in the promotion of his methods and that the liberal policy for granting permission to 

reproduce materials from the book was based on such assumption. The correspondence in the Oliver 

and Boyd papers, along with the letters exchanged by Fisher and Yates and a set of documents 

conserved in the archive of Rothamsted Research and related to the second and third edition of the 

Statistical Tables have provided the materials for compiling an extensive table, summarized in Appendix 

2.3, with the requests for reprinting materials from the book.53  

In chapter three I have resorted to the official publications related to statistics in the study of the 

ABO blood groups, in particular the papers of Felix Bernstein, the first statistician who contributed to 

the field, to the publications of the Galton Laboratory Serum Unit before WWII, and to the works that 

Fisher and his co-workers published on the ABO survey during the warfare and in its aftermath. 

Official papers, however, would have been unable to offer a comprehensive account of the wartime 

survey and of the lifetime collaboration between Ronald Fisher and serologists. For highlighting these 

aspects I had to resort to several archival collections. The correspondence between Ronald Fisher and 

George Taylor (the chief serologist of the Galton Laboratory Serum Unit), and the Blood Group 

Survey correspondence – both held in the Fisher Papers at the University of Adelaide – have provided 

an insight into the organization of the wartime survey.54 As the Galton Laboratory Serum Unit started 

in 1935 with funding of the Rockefeller Foundation, also the foundation archives in New York have 

offered relevant material on the set up of the unit and the early war years.55 

In the Wellcome Library London, I have had access to the papers of Percy Lane Oliver, the 

organizer of the voluntary blood donor service associated to the British Red Cross. At the Wellcome 

Library I have also examined the papers of Janet Vaughan, a physician engaged in the set up of the 

Emergency Transfusion Services; the papers of the blood transfusion service for the years 1943-1946; 

the collection of the Medical Research Council Blood Group Unit, in which there is correspondence 

both related to the early years of the Galton Laboratory Serum Unit and the wartime collaboration 

between Fisher and George Taylor.56 Also The National Archives of the UK have offered interesting 
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materials related to the Emergency Transfusion Services and to the Galton Laboratory Serum Unit 

during the war years. At The National Archives I have found samples of the donor cards adopted by 

both the emergency services and by the co-workers of Ronald Fisher in WWII.57  

As mentioned in the review of the literature, I have resorted to primary sources for a comprehensive 

description of the computing equipment available at the Galton Laboratory during Fisher’s time. A 

precious gift from the repositories of the Record Office of University College London has been 

represented by the ledger book of the Galton Laboratory in the years 1934-1939. The accounting book 

neatly records in ordered columns the expenses for feeding the laboratory animals, alongside with the 

income from the Annals of Eugenics, the journal published by the laboratory, and the expenditures for 

the publications acquired and the reprints bought. The final section of the ledger is reserved to the 

purchase of calculating machines and from it we can evaluate how much of the laboratory funds were 

expended into this kind of equipment. Unexpectedly, the accounting book has proved also a systematic 

use of punched-cards in Fisher’s Galton Laboratory, an aspect not mentioned anywhere in secondary 

sources. 

For the computerization of the Rothamsted statistics department in the fourth chapter I have mainly 

referred to the official reports of the experimental station and the papers held in the collection of the 

National Research Development Corporation at the National Archive for the History of Computing in 

Manchester.58 Further information has been provided by the reports and minutes of meetings of the 

Agricultural Research Council held at The National Archives and by the Science Museum technical file 

that gathers the documentation with which the Elliott 401 was acquired by the institution in London.59 

Some documents on the accommodation of the statistics department are still conserved in the archive 

of Rothamsted Research and have been useful to reconstruct the whereabouts of the Rothamsted 

statisticians after WWII.60 Regretfully, instead, none of the correspondence of the statistics department 

during Frank Yates’ management has survived. Overall, only a small part of Yates’ papers has been 

preserved after his death and among them there is surprisingly little correspondence, apart from the 

letters he exchanged with Ronald Fisher.61 Over thirty years of scientific research have been lost in the 

several relocations that the Rothamsted statistics department has undergone after WWII, denying to 

the historian a precious source of information. As a partial compensation to this loss, I have had the 

opportunity to interview a couple of the former members of the staff department and their accounts 

have been reported in the appendices to the chapter. 
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Any historical research is partly a dialogue with the existing literature and partly an attempt to go 

beyond the established vision rummaging in archives and libraries and looking for sources able to offer 

novel perspectives. My work conforms to this rule, but I must say that the best ideas and suggestions 

for my research have come from the time spent in the archives. Both unexpected findings and 

inexplicable absences of some documents have offered me food for thoughts and valuable insights on 

the matter I was examining.  

 

 


